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PLAN INFORMATION
This document, when incorporated with the benefit booklets and certificates, and provider contracts, policies,
and descriptions (“Benefit Documents”), constitutes this Plan's Summary Plan Description (“SPD”) pursuant to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”).
This SPD outlines your rights and responsibilities under the Plan and reflects the Plan’s benefits under each benefit
program (“Component Plans”) as of January 1, 2022, which may change from time to time. You should keep this
SPD with the Benefit Documents provided to you upon enrollment in each Component Plan. You also should
share this SPD with any family members you have elected to cover under the Plan.
Plan Name:

Chouest Group Health Plan

Type of Plan:

Welfare Benefit Plan

Plan Year:

January 1 through December 31 of the same calendar year

Plan Number:

501

Effective Date of this SPD:

January 1, 2022

Original Effective
Date of Plan:

January 1, 1992

Funding Method:

Funded through fully-insured contracts and self-insured arrangements

Source of Contributions:

From Galliano’s general assets and employee contributions, when required by
Galliano in its sole discretion

Plan Sponsor and
Plan Administrator:

Galliano Marine Services, LLC
16201 East Main Street
Cut Off, LA 70345
985-601-4203

Plan Sponsor’s Employer
Identification Number:

72-0722768

Agent for Service of
Legal Process:

The agent for the service of legal process for the Plan is the Plan Sponsor at the
address set forth above

Claims Administrators:

See Appendix B and the Benefit Documents associated with
each Component Plan

For additional information regarding the Plan, contact Galliano’s Human Resources at 985-601-4203 or
Gina.cheramie@chouest.com, or refer to the Benefit Documents for each applicable Component Plan.
Copies of the Benefit Documents are available free of charge from Galliano on request.
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INTRODUCTION
Establishment and Purpose

Eligibility Rules

Galliano Marine Services, LLC (“Galliano”) maintains the
Chouest Group Health Plan (the “Plan”) for the exclusive
benefit of, and to provide welfare benefits to, its (and its
“Affiliated Organizations”) eligible employees, their
spouses and eligible dependents.

Please refer to Appendix C of this SPD to determine your
and your dependents’ eligibility for participating in the
Component Plans. The specific Benefit Documents for the
Component Plans may contain additional requirements
with regard to dependent eligibility for such Component
Plans and the terms under which you and your dependents
may participate.

These benefits are provided under various insurance contracts entered into between Galliano and insurance companies or service providers (“Issuers”), as well as through selfinsured plans funded by the general assets of Galliano. The
Benefit Documents for each Component Plan are incorporated herein by reference only to the extent they provide
detailed descriptions regarding each Component Plan’s eligibility rules, benefit descriptions, claims and appeal procedures, or other substantive provisions. This Summary
Plan Description (“SPD”) is not intended to give any substantive rights to benefits that are not already provided for
in the Plan and the applicable Benefit Documents. Accordingly, if the terms of this SPD conflict with the terms of the
Plan-related Benefit Documents, the terms of the Plan-related Benefit Documents will control, unless superseded by
applicable law. If there is a conflict between the Benefit
Documents and this SPD with respect to the legal compliance requirements of ERISA and any other federal law, this
SPD will control, unless superseded by applicable law.

Benefits
The Benefit Documents provided to you upon enrollment
in the Component Plans listed in Appendix A will contain
a complete description of the benefits available under this
Plan and any limitations or exclusions applicable to those
benefits.
For purposes of the Component Plans that qualify as group
health plans, the applicable Benefit Documents describe
the use of network providers, the composition of the network, and the circumstances, if any, under which coverages
will be provided for out-of-network services. The directory
of participating network providers is available free of
charge by contacting the applicable Issuer at the website or
member services phone number provided in the Issuer’s
Benefit Documents. The Issuer can also provide you with
information on any conditions or limits on the selection of
primary care providers or specialty medical providers that
may apply under the Component Plan.
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Eligibility Not Based on Health-Related Factors. The
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
1996 (“HIPAA”) prohibits the Component Plans that are
group health plans from discriminating with regard to eligibility, premiums, or contributions on the basis of specified health status-related factors: health status, medical
condition (physical and mental illnesses), claims experience, receipt of health care, medical history, genetic information, evidence of insurability, and disability.
Eligibility Not Based on Pre-Existing Conditions. The
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (often shortened to the Affordable Care Act) (“ACA”) generally prohibits the Component Plans that are group health plans
from denying coverage or excluding specific benefits from
coverage due to an individual’s pre-existing condition. A
pre-existing condition includes any health condition or illness that is present before the coverage effective date, regardless of whether medical advice or treatment was actually received or recommended.
Misrepresentation or Fraud. In the event a participant obtains benefits wrongfully due to intentional misrepresentation or fraud, the Plan Administrator, claims administrators, and Issuers/contract administrators reserve the right,
to the extent permitted by law, to terminate a participant’s
benefits, deny future benefits, take legal action against such
participant, and/or offset from any future benefits the value
of benefits the Plan has paid relating to inaccurate information or misrepresentations provided to the Plan.

Employee Contributions
Galliano, at its discretion, may require employee contributions as a condition of participation in any Component
Plan. Each year, Galliano will evaluate all costs and may adjust the cost of coverage during the next annual enrollment.
You will be notified of any required contribution amounts
in your enrollment materials prior to each Plan Year. You

also may request a copy of any required contribution
amounts from the Plan Administrator.
Pre-Tax Contributions. Galliano may administer the Plan
in accordance with Internal Revenue Code Section 125 and
underlying regulations. This enables you to pay your share
of premiums for certain Component Plans on a pre-tax basis, thereby lowering your cost to participate in the Plan.
Note that you do not pay Social Security taxes on the pretax dollars used, which could result in a small reduction in
your Social Security benefits at retirement.
Recovery of Overpayment. You must immediately repay
any excess payments or reimbursements paid to you by the
Plan in error. You must reimburse Galliano for any liability
Galliano may incur for making such payments, including
but not limited to, failure to withhold or pay payroll or
withholding taxes from such payments or reimbursements.
If you fail to timely repay an excess amount and/or make
adequate indemnification, the Plan Administrator may reduce or suspend any further payments due or future benefits otherwise payable to you under the Plan and may take
any other actions as may be permitted by applicable law,
including offsetting your salary or wages accordingly.

Enrollment and Elections
Initial Enrollment. If you are eligible to participate in the
Plan, you can become a participant by properly and timely
completing an enrollment form or enrolling online, if applicable. If you do not timely enroll when you are first eligible, you must wait until the next open enrollment period
unless one of the events permitting a change in your benefit
elections occurs first.
Annual Open Enrollment. You may change your benefit
elections (or enroll in the Plan if you did not enroll when
first eligible) during each annual open enrollment period.
You should review the enrollment materials provided to
you and follow the instructions for enrolling or re-enrolling, as applicable. If you do not properly complete enrollment on a timely basis, your elections for the prior Plan
Year may cease or remain the same for the subsequent Plan
Year depending on the policies adopted and communicated by Galliano for a particular Plan Year.
Special Enrollment. You may change your elections under
the group health Component Plan if you have a Special Enrollment Right and you timely notify Galliano. See the section called “Special Enrollment and Coverage Rights” below for more information.
Changing Elections. Federal law generally requires that an
election made under the Plan remain in effect without
modification for the entire Plan Year for which the election

is made. You may, however, be able to revoke or change an
election on account of, and consistent with, one of the
“Qualifying Life Events” adopted by Galliano, as permitted
by federal law. Any election made on an after-tax basis may
be changed in accordance with Galliano’s policy or any applicable Component Plan limitation.
See the “Permissible Election Changes” section of this SPD
for a list of Qualifying Life Events. See the “Special Enrollment and Coverage Rights” section below for additional
details on HIPAA special enrollment rights.

Special Enrollment and Coverage Rights
HIPAA Special Enrollment Rights
Group health plans must provide special enrollment opportunities (“Special Enrollment Rights”) to certain employees, dependents, and qualified beneficiaries under the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985
(“COBRA”). Special enrollment is available in the following situations:


The acquisition of a new spouse or dependent;



A loss of other coverage in another group health plan,
health insurance, Medicaid, or CHIP; or,



Becoming eligible for a state premium assistance subsidy.

Special Enrollment Rights do not apply to “limited scope”
dental or vision benefits or certain Health FSAs.
If you or your dependents become eligible for special enrollment and properly enroll in coverage during such special enrollment period, coverage generally will begin no
later than the first day of the calendar month following a
timely enrollment request. However, if the special enrollment event is the birth of a newborn, or the adoption or
placement for adoption of a dependent child, coverage will
begin as of the date of birth, adoption, or placement for
adoption. Any requests for special enrollment or to obtain
more information should be directed to:
Galliano Marine Services, LLC
Attn: Human Resources
16201 East Main Street
Cut Off, LA 70345
985-601-4203
If you decline to enroll during the special enrollment period, you may be required to wait until the Plan’s next annual open enrollment period to elect coverage.
Adding a New Spouse or Dependent. If your family grows
as the result of marriage, birth, adoption, or placement for
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adoption, you may be able to enroll yourself and your dependents, provided that you request enrollment within 30
days after the marriage, birth, adoption, or placement for
adoption.
Loss of Other Coverage in another Group Health Plan,
Health Insurance, Medicaid, or CHIP. If you or your dependents were otherwise eligible to enroll in the Plan but
declined coverage due to enrollment in another group
health plan, health insurance, Medicaid, or Children’s
Health Insurance Plan (“CHIP”), you may be able to enroll
yourself and your dependents in the Plan mid-Plan Year
provided that you request coverage within the following
timeframes:



Within 30 days after your or your dependent’s other
group health/health insurance coverage ends due to a
loss of eligibility (or if the other employer ceases to
make contributions toward such coverage);



If your or your dependent’s other coverage is COBRA
continuation benefits, within 30 days after the exhaustion of the entire applicable COBRA continuation period; or,



Within 60 days after your or your dependent’s Medicaid or CHIP coverage ends due to a loss of eligibility
under the applicable program.

Becoming Eligible for a State Premium Assistance Subsidy. If you or your dependents are eligible to enroll in the
Plan while simultaneously being eligible to enroll in Medicaid or CHIP, your state of residence may offer a premium
assistance program (“PAP”) that can help you pay for Plan
coverage that would otherwise be unaffordable to you.
Once you or your dependents are accepted into your state’s
PAP, Galliano must allow you to enroll in the Plan midPlan Year provided that you request coverage within 60
days of being determined eligible by the PAP.
For more information on the PAP or PAPs that may be
available to you and your dependents, see Appendix D.
Note that, as of January 31, 2022, Arizona, Connecticut,
District of Columbia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Maryland,
Michigan, Mississippi, Ohio and Tennessee do not offer
PAPs.
The list of states that offer PAPs is updated bi-annually by
the Department of Labor (“DOL”). To review the current
list of states, go to https://www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa/laws-and-regulations/laws/chipra. You also can
contact the DOL at www.askebsa.dol.gov or call 1-866-444EBSA (3272) for more information on Medicaid, CHIP,
and PAPs.
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Determine Your Medicaid/CHIP Eligibility. If you or your
dependents are NOT currently enrolled in Medicaid or
CHIP, and you think you or any of your dependents might
be eligible, contact your state’s Medicaid or CHIP office or
call 1-877-KIDS NOW or www.insurekidsnow.gov to find
out how to apply, including in the state’s PAP (if available).
Coverage Options Available Through the Exchange. If you
or your children are not eligible for Medicaid or CHIP, you
won’t be eligible for a PAP, but you may be able to buy affordable individual insurance coverage through a Health
Insurance Marketplace (“Exchange”). For more information on the coverage options available to you through
the Exchange, go to www.healthcare.gov.

Dependent Coverage under QMCSOs
The Plan may be required to cover your child(ren) due to a
Qualified Medical Child Support Order (“QMCSO”) even
if you have not enrolled the child in the Plan. You may obtain a copy of Galliano’s procedures governing QMCSO
determinations, free of charge, by contacting Galliano’s
Human Resources at 985-601-4203.
A QMCSO is any judgment, decree or order, including a
court-approved settlement agreement, issued by a domestic relations court or other court of competent jurisdiction,
or through an administrative process established under
state law which has the force and effect of law in that state,
and which assigns to a child the right to receive health benefits for which a participant or beneficiary is eligible under
the Plan, and that Galliano determines is qualified under
the terms of ERISA and applicable state law. Children who
may be covered under a QMCSO include children born out
of wedlock, those not claimed as dependents on your federal income tax return, and children who don’t reside with
you.

Continuation of Coverage Rights
See the “Continuation of Coverage Rights” section of this
SPD for additional details on a participant’s right to continue certain health care benefits under the Plan for a limited period of time following a loss of coverage due to a
qualifying event such as voluntary or involuntary job loss,
reduction in work hours, death, divorce, or other life
events.

Cessation of Participation
Unless otherwise stated in the applicable Benefit Documents, your coverage will cease upon the earliest of the following:
 The date or end of the month (as applicable under each
Component Plan) in which you cease to satisfy the eligibility requirements for a particular Plan benefit. This

may result from your death, reduction in hours, or termination of active employment, or, if your hours of
service are tracked under the ACA Look-back Measurement Method, it may result because you lose ACAFT Status during a subsequent Standard Stability Period;



The end of the period for which you paid your required
contribution if the contribution for the next period is
not paid when due;



The date you report for active military service, unless
coverage is continued through the Uniformed Services
Employment and Reemployment Rights Act of 1994
(“USERRA”) as described in the “Employees on Military Leave” section; or,



The date that your coverage is terminated by amendment of the Plan, by whole or partial termination of the
Plan, termination of the contract or agreement, or by
discontinuance of contributions by Galliano.

Coverage for your spouse and other dependents terminates
when your coverage terminates. Their coverage will also
cease for other reasons specified in the Benefit Documents
for the Component Plan. In addition, their coverage will
terminate:



The date or end of the month on which your covered
spouse or child is no longer considered an eligible dependent;



The end of the month in which your dependent child
attains age 26 (unless the Component Plan allows for
the continuation of coverage for a mentally or physically disabled child who is primarily dependent on you
for support). Applicable only for children with Plan
Sponsor approval prior to January 1, 2020: You must
furnish the Plan with periodic proof of continuing incapacity and dependency. The Plan may require subsequent proof once a year after the initial two-year period following the child’s maximum age birthday for
the child to remain eligible on the Plan;



The end of the pay period in which you stop making
contributions required for dependent coverage; or,



The date that a child is no longer covered under a
QMCSO, if the child is not otherwise eligible to participate in the Plan.

Depending on the reason for termination of coverage, you
and your covered spouse and dependent child(ren) may
have the right to continue health coverage temporarily under COBRA. See the “Continuation Coverage Rights” Section of this SPD for additional details.
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PERMISSIBLE ELECTION CHANGES
You generally cannot change your pre-tax benefit elections
under the Plan or vary the salary reduction amounts that
you have selected during the Plan Year. However, you may
revoke a benefit election (including, but not limited to, an
election not to receive benefits under the Plan) after the
Plan Year has commenced and make a new election with
respect to the remainder of the Plan Year if both the revocation and new election are on account of and consistent
with a Qualifying Life Event (as described below).

of employee's spouse, divorce, legal separation, and annulment.



Number of Dependents. Events that change the number of employee’s dependents, including following
birth, death, adoption, placement for adoption.



Employment status. Any of the following events that
change the employment status of the employee, the
employee's spouse, or the employee's dependent: termination or commencement of employment; strike or
lockout; commencement of or return from an unpaid
leave of absence; or a change in worksite. In addition,
if the eligibility conditions of this Plan or other employer-sponsored plan of the employee, spouse, or dependent depend on the employment status of that individual and there is a change in that individual's employment status with the consequence that the individual becomes (or ceases to be) eligible under the plan,
then that change constitutes a change in employment
under this subsection.



Dependent Satisfies or Ceases to Satisfy Eligibility
Requirements. Events that cause an employee's dependent to satisfy or cease to satisfy eligibility requirements for coverage on account of attainment of age,
change in student status, or any similar circumstance.



Residency Change. A change in the place of residence
of the employee, spouse, or dependent that results in a
loss of eligibility for coverage (e.g. relocates outside the
current plan’s service area).

Election and salary reduction changes shall be effective on
a prospective basis only (i.e., election changes will generally
become effective no earlier than the first day of the next
calendar month following the date that the election change
request was filed), except that an election change on account of a HIPAA Special Enrollment Right, attributable to
the birth, adoption, or placement for adoption of a new dependent child may, subject to the provisions of the underlying group health plan, be effective retroactively back to
the date of the qualifying event.
If you undergo a Qualifying Life Event, you must inform
the Plan Administrator and complete the required
change-in-coverage enrollment materials within 30 days
after the occurrence of the Qualifying Life Event (or
within 60 days in the case of a Special Enrollment Right
due to loss of eligibility for Medicaid or Children’s
Health Insurance Program (“CHIP") coverage).
In the event of a conflict between the following provisions
and the Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”) Section 125 plan
adopted by Galliano, the IRC Section 125 plan shall control. The Plan Administrator reserves the right to determine whether an Employee has experienced a Qualifying
Life Event and whether the Employee's requested election
is consistent with such event.

Change of Status
Qualifying Life Events include a change of status due to one
of the following events permitted under the rules and regulations adopted by the Department of the Treasury, but
only if the Qualifying Life Event changes the individual’s
eligibility for the applicable benefit. These change in status
rules apply to elections for all qualified benefits (e.g., accident or health coverage, group term life):
Legal Marital Status. Events that change an employee’s legal marital status, including marriage, death
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HIPAA Special Enrollment Rights
An employee may change an election for group health coverage during a Plan Year and make a new election that corresponds with HIPAA Special Enrollment Rights, including those authorized under the provisions of the Children's
Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act of 2009
(CHIP), as long as the employee meets the notice requirements. Special Enrollment Rights can occur when:



You lose eligibility for coverage under a group health
plan or other health insurance coverage (such as if you
and your dependents lose coverage under your
spouse's plan) or if your employer terminates contributions toward health coverage.



You gain a new dependent through marriage, birth,
adoption, or being placed for adoption.



You or your dependents lose coverage under a CHIP
or Medicaid or become eligible to receive premium assistance under those programs for group health plan
coverage.



Significant Coverage Decrease with or without Loss
of Coverage. If your coverage under a benefit is significantly curtailed or ceases during a Plan Year, you may
revoke your election of such benefit and, in its place,
elect to receive on a prospective basis coverage under
another plan with similar coverage, or drop coverage
prospectively if no similar coverage is offered.



Significant Improvement or Addition of a New Benefit. If, during the period of your coverage, a new benefit package option or other coverage option is added,
an existing benefit package option is significantly improved, or an existing benefit package option or other
coverage option is eliminated, then you may elect the
newly-added option, or elect another option if an option has been eliminated prospectively and make corresponding election changes with respect to other benefit package options providing similar coverage. In addition, if you are not participating in the Plan when
these options are added or changed, you may opt to
become a participant and elect the new or newly improved benefit package option.



Significant Cost Increase. If the cost of one of your
benefit options increases significantly, you may either
make corresponding changes in your payments or revoke your elections and, in lieu thereof, receive on a
prospective basis coverage under another benefit option with similar coverage, or drop coverage prospectively if there is no benefit package option with similar
coverage.



Significant Cost Decrease. If the cost of your benefit
option decreases significantly, you may make corresponding changes in your payments. In addition, if
you are not enrolled in the Plan and the cost of an option decreases significantly, you may elect coverage
under the corresponding benefit package.
In addition, if the expenses for a Component Plan increase or decrease during a Plan Year, the Plan may automatically increase or decrease accordingly your required periodic contribution for such health insurance
benefits.

ACA Marketplace/Exchange Enrollment
Qualifying Life Events include the opportunity to enroll in
the ACA Marketplace/Exchange or other plans that offer
minimum essential coverage under the ACA. These Qualifying Life Events apply to elections for group health plan
coverage that is not Health FSA benefit coverage and that
provides minimum essential coverage under the ACA:



ACA Marketplace/Exchange Election. You may elect
to cancel contributions for and payment of your portion of the group health plan premiums if (1) you are
eligible for a special enrollment period to enroll in a
"qualified health plan" through an ACA Marketplace
or (2) you are seeking to enroll in a qualified health
plan through a Marketplace during the Marketplace's
annual open enrollment period.



ACA Reduction in Hours. You may elect to cancel
contribution for and payment of the employee-paid
portion of group health plan premiums if (1) you had
been reasonably expected to average at least 30 hours
of service per week and subsequently move to a position in which you are reasonably expected to average
less than 30 hours of service per week, even if you continue to be eligible under your employer-sponsored
group health plan; and (2) your revocation of the election of coverage under the group health plan corresponds to your (and any dependents’) intended enrollment in another plan that provides ACA minimum essential coverage with the new coverage effective no
later than the first day of the second month following
the month in which the original coverage is revoked.

Change in Cost or Coverage
A change in cost or coverage, as follows, may allow an election change:



Change in Coverage under Another Employer’s
Plan. You may make a new election if there is a change
in coverage (for you, your spouse or your dependent)
under a plan provided by another employer. Your new
election must be on account of the change in the other
employer’s plan and correspond with that change.
Among other things, this rule permits you to make
election changes during another plan’s open enrollment period.



Other Situations
Other situations that may permit an election change:
 Court Order. A judgment, decree, or other order resulting from a divorce, legal separation, annulment, or
change in legal custody (including a Qualified Medical
Child Support Order) that requires accident or health
coverage for an employee's child or for a foster child
who is a dependent of the employee. The employee
may change his or her election to provide coverage for
the child if the order requires coverage for the child
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under the Plan and may cancel coverage under the
Plan for the child if the order requires the employee's
spouse, former spouse, or other individual to provide
coverage for the child, and that coverage is, in fact, provided.
Entitlement to Medicare or Medicaid. If an employee
or an employee's spouse or dependent who is enrolled
in an employer-sponsored accident or health plan becomes enrolled under Part A or Part B of Medicare or
under Medicaid (other than coverage consisting solely
of benefits under the program for distribution of pediatric vaccines), the employee may make an election
change to cancel or reduce coverage of that employee,
spouse, or dependent under the accident or health
Component Plan. In addition, if an employee or an
employee's spouse or dependent who has been enrolled in such coverage under Medicare or Medicaid
loses eligibility for such coverage, the employee may
make an election to commence or increase his or her
coverage or the coverage of his or her spouse or dependent, as applicable, under Galliano's accident or
health plan.



Loss of Coverage under Health Plan of a Governmental or Educational Institution. If an employee or
an employee’s spouse or dependent is enrolled in a
group health coverage sponsored by a governmental or
educational institution and loses such coverage, the
employee may make an election change to add coverage under a corresponding Galliano plan. Group
health coverage sponsored by a governmental or
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educational institution includes (but is not limited to)
coverage under: a state children’s health insurance
program (SCHIP); a medical care program of an Indian Tribal government, the Indian Health Service, or
a tribal organization; a state health benefits risk pool;
and a foreign government group health plan.



FMLA Leaves of Absence. A participant may revoke
coverage or, if coverage is required, continue coverage
but delay payment of his or her share of the cost for
group health plan coverage during the period of a leave
of absence under FMLA. An employee who revokes
coverage shall be entitled to reinstate coverage upon
returning from a leave of absence under FMLA.



COBRA Premiums. If the employee or the employee's
spouse or dependent becomes eligible for continuation
coverage under an employer's group health plan as
provided in Code section 4980B or any similar state
law, the employee may elect to increase contributions
under the Plan in order to pay for the continuation
coverage.



Correcting Discrimination Issues under the Code. If
Galliano determines before or during a Plan Year that
the Plan or one of its Component Plans will fail to satisfy any nondiscrimination requirement imposed by
the Code or any limitation on benefits provided to
highly compensated or key employees, Galliano may
decrease or revoke the elections of affected highly compensated or key employees to ensure compliance with
such nondiscrimination requirements or benefit limitation.

COVERAGE DURING A LEAVE OF ABSENCE
You may be eligible to continue certain Plan benefits for
yourself and your covered dependents for a period of
time during an approved voluntary or involuntary leave
of absence, subject to the leave policies and procedures
adopted by Galliano and to the extent prescribed by law.
The type of leave you take determines the cost of your
benefits (i.e., whether you can continue to pay the same
contribution amounts toward your coverage or will need
to pay the full premium cost). If you elect not to continue
your benefits during your approved leave of absence or if
you fail to timely pay for your benefits, your benefits may
terminate for the duration of your leave.
Please refer to Galliano’s leave policies and procedures
for a description of the different types of leaves of absence
available, the maximum length and types of benefits
available while on a leave of absence, employee contributions requirements, and the procedures for paying your
share of premiums.

Family and Medical Leave Act
In the event Galliano employs 50 or more individuals
within a 75-mile radius, Galliano will be subject to the
Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 (“FMLA”). FMLA
generally allows eligible employees to take a specific
amount of job-protected, unpaid leave for certain family
and medical reasons.
If you take FMLA leave, you may continue your group
health care coverage under the Plan (e.g. medical, dental,
vision) for you and any covered dependents as long as
you continue to pay your portion of the cost for your benefits during the leave.



If you are being paid directly by Galliano and you
substitute accrued paid leave for some of your unpaid
FMLA leave days (e.g. both types of leaves run concurrently), your share of premiums will continue to
be deducted from your pay (on a pre-tax basis, if applicable).



If you take an unpaid leave of absence that qualifies
under FMLA, you may continue to maintain your
health care benefits on the same terms and conditions as though you were still an active employee by
paying any normally required contributions for your
health care benefits in accordance with Galliano’s
FMLA policies and applicable law. If you do not
make such payments, or do not make them in a
timely manner, your health care coverage may cease.

At least 15 days before cessation of your health care
coverage, you will be provided with notice of the cancellation. Unless Galliano has adopted a longer grace
period, you will have 15 days from the date of the notice to make the required payment.
Any coverages that are terminated during your FMLA
leave will be reinstated upon your return from leave without any evidence of good health or newly imposed waiting period so long as you make the required contributions, including any catch-up payments attributable to
the period prior to your return from leave, if applicable.
If you experience a change in status event while you are
on leave, or upon your return from leave, you may make
appropriate changes to your elections.
If you do not return to work at the end of your FMLA
leave you may be entitled to COBRA continuation coverage. You also may be required to reimburse Galliano for
the cost of coverage provided to you while you were on
unpaid FMLA leave (the cost equals the COBRA premium, without a 2% add-on), unless your failure to return to employment is due to a serious health condition,
the need to care for a servicemember, or because of other
circumstances beyond your control.
For additional information on FMLA leave, and for information on participant contributions to Plan coverage
during FMLA leave, please contact the Plan Administrator.

Employees on Military Leave
Employees going into or returning from military service
will have Plan rights mandated by the Uniformed Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act of 1994
(“USERRA”). If you take a military leave under USERRA,
whether for active duty or for training, you are entitled to
extend your health care coverage (e.g. medical, dental, vision) for up to 24 months as long as you give Galliano
advance notice of the leave (unless military necessity prevents this, or if providing notice would be otherwise impossible or unreasonable). Your total leave, when added
to any prior periods of military leave from Galliano, cannot exceed five years. There are a number of exceptions,
however, such as types of service that are not counted toward the five-year limit. Additionally, the maximum time
period may be extended due to your hospitalization or
convalescence following service-related injuries after
your uniformed service ends.
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If the entire length of the leave is 30 days or less, you will
not be required to pay any more than the contributions
required for active employees. If the entire length of the
leave is 31 days or longer, you may be required to pay up
to 102% of the full amount necessary to cover an employee (and any amount for dependent coverage) who is
not on military leave.
If you take a military leave, but your coverage under the
Plan is terminated (e.g. you do not elect the extended coverage), when you return to work with Galliano you will
be treated as if you had been actively employed during
your leave when determining whether an exclusion or
waiting period applies to health care coverage under the
Plan.
If you do not return to work at the end of your military
leave you may be entitled to continue coverage under
COBRA continuation coverage for the remainder of the
COBRA continuation period, if any. Any continuation of
coverage under USERRA will reduce the maximum COBRA continuation period for which you and/or your dependents may be eligible.
These rights apply only to employees and their dependents covered under the Plan before leaving for military
service.
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Applicable State or Municipal Law
Galliano shall permit you to continue participation in the
Plan as required under any applicable state or municipal
law to the extent that such law is not pre-empted by federal law.

College Student Medical Leave
(“Michelle’s Law”)
To the extent any Component Plan is a group health plan
that requires certification of student status in order to
maintain a dependent child’s coverage, the Plan shall
comply with Michelle’s Law. A dependent child enrolled
in an institution of higher education who loses his or her
student status due to a medically necessary leave of absence shall be allowed to continue such Component Plan
coverage for up to one year as measured from the first day
of the leave of absence or from the date coverage would
otherwise terminate due to the loss of student status,
whichever is earlier.
The Plan must receive written certification from the
child’s physician confirming the serious illness or injury
and the medical necessity of the leave or change in enrollment status (e.g. a switch from full-time to part-time student status).

CONTINUATION OF COVERAGE RIGHTS
In the event Galliano employs 20 or more employees in
the preceding year, the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1985 (“COBRA”) will apply to certain Component Plans that are group health plans (e.g.,
medical, dental, vision). Nothing in this section is intended to expand your rights beyond COBRA's requirements or the requirements of any other applicable federal
or state law.
COBRA coverage is a continuation of the Plan’s COBRAeligible benefits when your coverage would otherwise end
due to a life event known as a “qualifying event” (as described below). After a qualifying event, COBRA coverage must be offered to each person who is a “qualified
beneficiary,” which may include you, your spouse, and/or
your dependent children. If elected, you must pay the full
cost of the COBRA coverage (including both employer
and employee contributions) as described in the “Cost of
COBRA Coverage” section.
If you are interested in receiving more information about
your COBRA rights and obligations under the Plan, contact Galliano’s Human Resources at 985-601-4203.

Other Coverage Options
Instead of enrolling in COBRA coverage, there may be
other coverage options for you and your family members
through the Health Insurance Marketplace (ACA Exchange), Medicare, Medicaid, Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP), or other group health plan coverage options (such as coverage under your spouse’s plan)
through a special enrollment period. Some of these options may cost less than COBRA coverage. You can learn
more
about
many
of
these
options
at
www.healthcare.gov.
Enrolling in Medicare instead of COBRA Coverage. In
general, if you don’t enroll in Medicare Part A or B when
you are first eligible because you are still employed, after
the Medicare initial enrollment period, you have an 8month special enrollment period to sign up for Medicare
Part A or B, beginning on the earlier of



The month after your employment ends; or



The month after group health plan coverage based on
current employment ends.

If you don’t enroll in Medicare and elect COBRA continuation coverage instead, you may have to pay a Part B late

enrollment penalty and you may have a gap in coverage
if you decide you want Part B later. If you elect COBRA
continuation coverage and later enroll in Medicare Part
A or B before the COBRA continuation coverage ends,
the Plan may terminate your continuation coverage.
However, if Medicare Part A or B is effective on or before
the date of the COBRA election, COBRA coverage may
not be discontinued on account of Medicare entitlement,
even if you enroll in the other part of Medicare after the
date of the election of COBRA coverage.
If you are enrolled in both COBRA continuation coverage and Medicare, Medicare will generally pay first (primary payer) and COBRA continuation coverage will pay
second. Certain plans may pay as if secondary to Medicare, even if you are not enrolled in Medicare. For more
information visit https://www.medicare.gov/medicareand-you.

Qualifying Events for COBRA Coverage
Employee. If you are an employee, you will become a
qualified beneficiary if you lose your coverage under the
Plan because either one of the following qualifying events
occurs:



Your hours of employment are reduced; or,



Your employment ends for any reason other than
your gross misconduct.

Under special rules that apply if an employee does not return to work at the end of an FMLA leave, some individuals may be entitled to elect COBRA coverage.
Spouse. If you are the spouse of an employee, you will
become a qualified beneficiary if you lose your coverage
under the Plan because any of the following qualifying
events occurs:



Your spouse dies;



Your spouse’s hours of employment are reduced;



Your spouse’s employment ends for any reason other
than his or her gross misconduct; or,



You become divorced or legally separated from your
spouse.

Dependent Children. Your dependent children will become qualified beneficiaries if they lose coverage under
the Plan because any of the following qualifying events
occurs:
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The parent-employee dies;



The parent-employee’s hours of employment are reduced;



The parent-employee’s employment ends for any
reason other than his or her gross misconduct;



The parents become divorced or legally separated; or



The child stops being eligible for coverage under the
Plan as a dependent child.

Notifying the Plan of a Qualifying Event
The Plan will offer COBRA coverage to qualified beneficiaries only after the Plan Administrator has been notified that a qualifying event has occurred. However, when
the qualifying event is the end of employment, reduction
of hours of employment, or death of the employee, the
Plan will offer COBRA coverage to qualified beneficiaries
without notification that such a qualifying event has occurred.
You Must Notify the Plan Administrator of Certain
Qualifying Events. For the other qualifying events (divorce or legal separation of the employee and spouse or a
dependent child's losing eligibility for coverage as a dependent child), a COBRA election will be available to you
only if you notify Galliano in writing within 60 days after
the later of (1) the date of the qualifying event; or (2) the
date on which the qualified beneficiary loses (or would
lose) coverage under the terms of the Plan as a result of
the qualifying event. Your notice must provide the type
of qualifying event, the date of the qualifying event, and
the name and address of the employee, spouse or dependent who underwent the qualifying event. You must provide this notice to:
Galliano Marine Services, LLC
Attn: Human Resources
16201 East Main Street
Cut Off, LA 70345
985-601-4203
You may lose your right to elect COBRA continuation
coverage if proper procedures are not followed within
the time periods described.

COBRA Coverage Elections
Once the Plan Administrator receives notice that a qualifying event has occurred, COBRA coverage will be offered to each of the qualified beneficiaries who then will
have an independent right to elect coverage. Covered employees may elect COBRA coverage on behalf of their
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spouses, and parents may elect COBRA coverage on behalf of their children.
If mailed, your election must be postmarked (or if hand
delivered, your election must be received by the individual at the address specified on the election form) no later
than 60 days after the date of the COBRA election notice
provided to you at the time of the qualifying event (or, if
later, 60 days after the date that Plan coverage is lost).
Please Note: If, at the time of the qualifying event, you
were covered under benefits that are not protected by
COBRA (e.g. life insurance, AD&D, disability), you may,
depending on applicable state law, be eligible for state
continuation coverage and/or be able to port or convert
such benefits to an individual policy. If a conversion option is available in your state, you will be required to
make the necessary arrangements directly with the applicable insurance Issuer.

Length of COBRA Coverage
The COBRA coverage periods described below are maximum coverage periods. COBRA coverage can end before
the end of the maximum coverage period for several reasons, which are described in the “Early Termination of
COBRA Coverage” section below.
Employee Coverage. Under COBRA, employees themselves are only eligible for either:



18 months of coverage, due to termination of employment or a reduction in hours; or,



29 months of coverage, if a qualified beneficiary covered under the Plan is eligible for a disability extension (which occurs when the individual is determined to be disabled by the Social Security Administration before the 60th day of COBRA coverage and
remains disabled for the initial 18 months of coverage). The 11-month extension begins at the conclusion of the original 18 months of coverage.

COBRA coverage will be available to the employee and
any covered family members. Additionally, under
USERRA, covered employees who enlist in the military
or are called to active duty may have COBRA-like coverage rights for themselves and their dependents that last
for up to 24 months.
Dependent/Qualified Beneficiary Coverage. Dependents who are qualified beneficiaries are eligible for the
same coverage durations above, but their coverage may
extend even further in certain situations:



36 months of coverage, due to losing dependentchild status under the plan;



Up to 36 months of coverage, when the qualifying
event is the employee’s termination of employment
or a reduction in hours and the employee became entitled to Medicare less than 18 months before the
qualifying event (where the 36 months is measured
from the date the employee became entitled to Medicare); or,



Up to 36 months of coverage, when there is a second
qualifying event during continuation coverage (the
death of the covered employee; the divorce or separation of the employee and spouse; the covered employee becoming entitled to Medicare or loss of dependent-child status under the Plan), where the 36
months is measured from the original COBRA coverage start date.
These events can be a second qualifying event only if
they would have caused the qualified beneficiary to
lose coverage under the Plan if the first qualifying
event had not occurred.

Notification Requirement for Extensions. The extension of COBRA coverage due to a disability or a second
qualifying event is available only if you notify Galliano in
writing within 60 days after each qualifying event. You
must provide this notice to:
Galliano Marine Services, LLC
Attn: Human Resources
16201 East Main Street
Cut Off, LA 70345
985-601-4203
For the disability extension, the notice must be provided
within 60 days of the latest of (1) the date of the Social
Security Administration's disability determination; (2)
the date of the covered employee's termination of employment or reduction of hours; and (3) the date on
which the qualified beneficiary loses (or would lose) coverage under the terms of the Plan as a result of the covered employee's termination of employment or reduction
of hours. In addition, to be entitled to a disability extension, you must provide the notice within 18 months after
the covered employee's termination of employment or reduction of hours.
You may lose your right to elect COBRA coverage if
proper procedures are not followed within the time periods described.

Early Termination of COBRA Coverage
COBRA coverage will automatically terminate before the
end of the maximum coverage period if:



Any required premium is not paid in full on time;



A qualified beneficiary becomes covered, after electing COBRA, under another group health plan;



A qualified beneficiary becomes entitled to Medicare
benefits (under Part A, Part B, or both) after electing
COBRA. Note that he or she must notify Galliano in
writing within 30 days after a qualified beneficiary
becomes entitled to Medicare benefits or becomes
covered under other group health plan coverage;



During a disability extension period, the disabled
qualified beneficiary is determined by the Social Security Administration to be no longer disabled. Note
that you must notify Galliano in writing within 30
days after the Social Security Administration determines that a qualified beneficiary is no longer disabled;



Galliano ceases to provide any COBRA-eligible
group health plan coverage for its employees; or,



For any reason the Plan would otherwise terminate
coverage of a participant or beneficiary not receiving
COBRA coverage (such as for fraud).

Cost of COBRA Coverage
Each qualified beneficiary is required to pay the entire
cost of COBRA coverage, including both employee and
employer contributions. The amount a qualified beneficiary may be required to pay may not exceed 102% (or, in
the case of an extension of COBRA coverage due to a disability, 150%) of the cost to the group health plan (“Applicable Premium”) (including both employer and employee contributions) for coverage of a similarly situated
plan participant or beneficiary who is not receiving COBRA coverage.
For self-insured group health benefits, the amount the
Plan may charge for COBRA coverage will depend on the
amount of Applicable Premium for such coverage. Applicable Premium may be equal to either:



A reasonable estimate of the cost of providing coverage determined on an actuarial basis; or,



The cost of coverage for the immediately preceding
Plan Year (including claims costs, administrative expenses, stop-loss premiums, and stop-loss reimbursements) as adjusted for cost of living.
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The amount of your COBRA premiums may change
from time to time during your period of COBRA coverage and will most likely increase over time. You will be
notified of any COBRA premium changes.
Payment for COBRA Coverage. If you elect COBRA
continuation coverage, you do not have to send any payment with the COBRA election form. However, you must
make your first payment for COBRA coverage no later
than 45 days after the date of your election (this is the date
the envelope containing the payment is post-marked, if
mailed). If you do not make your first payment for COBRA coverage in full within 45 days after the date of
your election, you will lose all continuation coverage
rights under the Plan. You are responsible for making
sure that the amount of your first payment is correct and
paid in a timely manner.
After you make your first payment for COBRA coverage,
you will be required to make periodic payments for each
subsequent coverage period. The periodic payments can
be made monthly. Under the Plan, each of these periodic
payments for COBRA coverage is due on the first day of
the month for that coverage period. If you make a periodic payment on or before the first day of the coverage
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period to which it applies, your coverage under the Plan
will continue for that coverage period without a break.
The Plan will not send periodic notices of payments
due for these coverage periods, so it’s important to
keep track of the due dates.
Although periodic payments are due on the first of the
month, you will be given a grace period of 30 days after
the first day of the coverage period to make each payment. Your COBRA coverage will continue for each coverage period if payment for that period is made before the
end of the grace period for that payment.

Plan Contact Information
In order to protect your and your dependent’s rights, you
should keep Galliano informed of any changes in your
address and the addresses of family members.
Chouest Group Health Plan
Galliano Marine Services, LLC
16201 East Main Street
Cut Off, LA 70345
985-601-4203

ADDITIONAL HEALTH PLAN PROVISIONS
The following additional health plan provisions apply to
Component Plans that are group health plans. Note that
the definition of the health plans subject to each law may
vary. If you have any questions about which law or laws
apply to your benefits, contact the Plan Administrator.

The above provisions shall be administered in accordance with Families First Coronavirus Response Act
(“FFCRA”), the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act (“CARES Act”) and any applicable guidance
related to the COVID-19 National Emergency.

Temporary Provisions Related to COVID-19

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

The following federal provisions were enacted in response to the 2019 Coronavirus (“COVID-19”) National
Emergency. These provisions shall sunset on the dates
specified below, or as specified in any further COVID-19
legislation or regulatory guidance.

Generally, benefits provided under a group health plan
must be provided without regard to the race, color, sex
(including pregnancy), national origin, or religion of the
eligible employee and his or her eligible dependents. A
group health plan cannot discriminate on the basis of: eligibility to receive coverage under the Plan; the terms and
conditions on which coverage is provided; or, what an
employee is charged for coverage.

Deadline Extensions for Participant Actions
In accordance with federal guidance, when determining
the deadline for any of the following participant actions,
the Plan Administrator shall disregard the earlier of 1)
one year from the date the deadline would have begun
running for an individual; or 2) until 60 days after the announced end of the COVID-19 National Emergency or
such other date announced by the Agencies in any future
notice (“Outbreak Period”):
Special Enrollment: The 30-day period (or 60-day period, if applicable) to request HIPAA special enrollment.
COBRA Continuation Coverage:
 The 60-day election period for COBRA continuation
coverage after receipt of the COBRA election notice;



The date for making COBRA premium payments
(e.g. 45-day initial payment deadline and/or 30 day
grace period for subsequent payments); and,



The 60-day period for individuals to notify the plan
of a COBRA qualifying event (e.g. divorce/legal separation, child attaining age 26, or SSA disability determination).

Claims/Appeals:
 The deadline to file a claim under the Plan’s claims
procedures;



The deadline to file an appeal of an adverse benefit
determination; and,



The deadline to file, if applicable, a request for external review of a final adverse benefit determination or,
if a request for external review was not complete, to
file information to perfect the request for an external
review.

In addition, under the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of
1978, group health plans must provide coverage for pregnancy, childbirth, and related medical conditions on the
same basis as coverage for nonpregnancy-related conditions.

Newborns’ and Mothers’ Health Protection Act
of 1996 (“Newborns’ Act”)
Group health plans and health insurance Issuers generally may not, under federal law, restrict benefits for any
hospital length of stay in connection with childbirth for
the mother or newborn child to less than 48 hours following a vaginal delivery, or less than 96 hours following a
cesarean section. However, federal law generally does not
prohibit the mother's or newborn's attending provider,
after consulting with the mother, from discharging the
mother or her newborn earlier than 48 hours (or 96 hours
as applicable). In any case, plans and Issuers may not, under Federal law, require that a provider obtain authorization from the plan or the Issuer for prescribing a length
of stay not in excess of 48 hours (or 96 hours). However,
in order to use certain providers or facilities, or to reduce
your out-of-pocket costs, you may be required to provide
the Plan with advance notice of services or providers related to the hospital stay. For information on precertification, contact your Plan Administrator.

Women's Health and Cancer Rights Act
In the case of an employee or dependent who receives
benefits under the medical plan in connection with a
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mastectomy and who elects breast reconstruction (in a
manner determined in consultation with the attending
physician and the patient), coverage will be provided for:



Reconstruction of the breast on which a mastectomy
has been performed, including nipple and areola reconstruction and re-pigmentation to restore the
physical appearance of the breast;



Surgery and reconstruction on the other breast to
produce a symmetrical appearance;



Prostheses; and



Treatment for physical complications of all stages of
mastectomy, including lymphedemas.

Coverage for reconstructive breast surgery may not be
denied or reduced on the grounds that it is cosmetic in
nature or that it otherwise does not meet the coverage
definition of "medically necessary." Benefits will be provided on the same basis as for any other illness or injury
under the Plan.

Affordable Care Act
Certain group health plans are subject to provisions of
the ACA. Notwithstanding anything in the Plan to the
contrary, the Plan shall comply with the ACA and all applicable regulations, as may be amended from time to
time. Nothing in this section is intended to expand your
rights beyond ACA's requirements or the requirements
of any other applicable federal or state law.

Patient Protections
Designation of Primary Care Provider and Pediatrician. If a group health plan requires or allows a participant to designate a primary care provider (including for
dependent child(ren)), or if the plan automatically designates a primary care provider for a participant, then the
participant has the right to designate any primary care
provider who participates in the group health plan’s network and who is available to accept the participant or
participant’s family members. For dependent children
this means a physician (allopathic or osteopathic) who
specializes in pediatrics (including pediatric subspecialties).
Direct Access to Obstetrical and Gynecological Care. A
female participant, regardless of age, shall not need prior
authorization from a group health plan or from any other
person (including a primary care provider) to obtain access to obstetrical or gynecological care from a health care
professional in the Plan’s network who specializes in obstetrics or gynecology.
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Mandated Coverage
Preventive Care Services. Non-grandfathered group
health plans subject to the preventive services coverage
mandate must provide coverage for certain recommended preventive services without imposing any copayments, co-insurance, deductibles, or other cost-sharing requirements. If the attending provider determines
that the service is medically necessary, a plan must provide coverage regardless of sex assigned at birth, gender
identity, or gender of the individual, as recorded by the
plan. Updated lists of the preventive services covered under
this
provision
are
available
at
https://www.healthcare.gov/coverage/preventive-carebenefits/.
Coverage for Clinical Trials. Non-grandfathered group
health plans must provide benefit coverage (including
physician charges, labs, x-rays, professional fees, and
other routine medical costs) for certain routine patient
costs for qualified individuals who participate in an approved clinical trial. Approved clinical trials must be covered for the treatment of cancer and other life-threatening diseases or conditions. If a participant experiences
complications as a result of the clinical trial, any treatment of those complications must be covered on the same
basis that the treatment would be covered for individuals
not in the clinical trial.

Emergency Services and Surprise Medical
Billing Protections
Effective as of January 1, 2022, certain group health plans
are subject to additional patient protection provisions of
the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2021 (“CAA”).
Notwithstanding anything in the Plan to the contrary, the
Plan shall comply with the CAA and all applicable regulations, as may be amended from time to time. Nothing
in this section is intended to expand your rights beyond
CAA’s requirements or the requirements of any other applicable federal or state law.
Any cost-sharing payments made by a participant for the
following out-of-network emergency or nonemergency
services must count towards the group health plan’s innetwork deductible (if applicable) and out-of-pocket
maximum.
Emergency Services. A group health plan that covers
emergency services generally must provide such services
regardless of whether the provider is in- or out-of-network and without requiring prior authorization. The
group health plan generally cannot impose any cost-sharing requirement (i.e., copayment, coinsurance,

deductible) greater than (or an administrative requirement/limitation more restrictive than) what would be
imposed if the services were provided in-network.
Nonemergency Services. A group health plan that covers
out-of-network nonemergency services performed in an
in-network facility generally must cover such services
without any cost-sharing requirement that is greater than
would apply if provided in-network. However, the outof-network provider is not prohibited from balance billing certain services so long as the participant receives
prior notice and consents to the treatment.
Continuity of Care. When a group health plan provider
ceases to be an in-network provider during a continuing
care patient’s ongoing course of treatment (as specified
under the CAA) the plan generally must provide timely
notice to the participant and potentially provide transitional care under the same terms and conditions as would
have applied had no change occurred.

Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity
All group health plans that provide both medical and surgical benefits, as well as mental health or substance use
disorder benefits, shall provide such benefits subject to
the following:



The financial requirements applicable to such mental
health or substance use disorder benefits are no more
restrictive than the predominant financial requirements applied to substantially all medical and surgical benefits covered by the Issuer’s plan (or coverage), and there are no separate cost sharing requirements that are applicable only with respect to mental
health or substance use disorder benefits;



The treatment limitations applicable to such mental
health or substance use disorder benefits are no more
restrictive than the predominant treatment limitations applied to substantially all medical and surgical
benefits covered by the Issuer’s plan (or coverage)
and there are no separate treatment limitations that
are applicable only with respect to mental health or
substance use disorder benefits; and,



The Plan Administrator or Issuer must make available to participants or beneficiaries, upon request, the

criteria for medical necessity determinations for
mental health and substance use disorder benefits
and provide the reason for any denial of reimbursement or payment for services.
Under the ACA, group health plans are prohibited from
imposing annual or lifetime dollar limits on Essential
Health Benefits, including mental health and substance
use disorder services and behavioral health treatment.

Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act
The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008
(“GINA”) requires group health plans to not discriminate
based on genetic information with respect to eligibility,
premiums, and contributions. GINA generally prohibits
employers with more than 15 employees from the collection or use of genetic information unless in an aggregate
form that does not identify the individual. When GINA
applies, genetic information is treated as Protected
Health Information (“PHI”) under HIPAA.
“Genetic information” includes any information about
an individual's own genetic tests, the genetic tests of an
individual's family members, and the manifestation of a
disease or disorder in the individual's family members.
For this purpose, a genetic test is any analysis of human
DNA, RNA, chromosomes, proteins, or metabolites that
detects genotypes, mutations, or chromosomal changes
(essentially, anything used to predict whether an individual has a predisposition to a disease, disorder, or pathological condition).

Wellness Program
Galliano may offer one or more voluntary wellness programs or disease management programs (each a “Program”) under this Plan that are reasonably designed to
promote the health and wellbeing of covered individuals.
Such Programs offer certain incentives or rewards for
participation in a Program or for satisfying certain health
standards. If Galliano chooses to offer a Program or Programs, its terms and conditions will be communicated to
you and it will be administered in compliance with all applicable laws.
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CLAIMS AND APPEAL PROCEDURES
The following claims and appeal procedures must be followed by Plan participants (“Claimants”) to obtain payment of benefits under the Plan, but only to the extent
not otherwise provided in the applicable Component
Plan’s Benefit Documents. If the claims and appeal procedures in this section apply, they shall be construed and
applied in a manner consistent with the ACA and the Department of Labor (“DOL”) Regulation Section 2560.5031 as in effect on the date the claim was received. To the
extent that a conflict exists in the insurance contracts or
administrative agreements, the provisions of the foregoing regulations will control.
For purposes of this Section, the term “Administrator”
means the group insurance policy Issuer or self-insured
plan contract administrator listed on Appendix A for the
policy or Component Plan under which the claim has
been filed.

Claims Procedures under Component Plans
The Benefit Documents provided by the Administrator
for each Component Plan generally contain a detailed description of the Administrator’s claims submission rules,
claims and appeal procedures, and the member services
contact information for any claims questions. Please refer
to Appendix B for a listing of claims and claims appeal
contacts, addresses, and phone numbers.
The Administrator will act as, or will designate, a claims
administrator to decide your claim in accordance with its
reasonable claims procedures, as required by ERISA (if
ERISA applies) and other applicable law. The Administrator has the right to secure independent medical advice
and to require such other evidence as it deems necessary
in order to decide your claim.
If the Administrator denies your claim in whole or in
part, you will receive a written notification setting forth
the reason(s) for the denial (“Adverse Determination”).
You may request a review of a denied claim by appealing
to the Administrator. The Administrator will decide your
appeal in accordance with its reasonable claims and appeal procedures, as required by ERISA (if ERISA applies)
and other applicable law. In addition, certain group
health plans must provide for external review procedures
upon the exhaustion of your internal appeal process (e.g.
review of your claim outside of the Plan), but only if the
claim is related to medical judgment, rescission of coverage, or a determination that a treatment is experimental
or investigational.
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Unless specifically provided otherwise in a Component
Plan, you must make a claim for benefits under the Plan
and any Component Plan within one year after the date
you incurred the expense that gives rise to the claim. It is
your responsibility to make sure this requirement is met.
Reasonable claims and appeal procedures may not preclude an authorized representative (who has been appointed using a form that is made available by the Plan
Administrator) from acting on your behalf in pursuing or
appealing a benefit claim. You are responsible for providing the Administrator, claims administrator and/or
Galliano with your current address. The Plan Administrator, claims administrator and Galliano do not have any
obligation or duty to locate a person who is or may become entitled to benefits under the Plan except as required by applicable law.

Types of Claims
Under ERISA, a claim is a request for benefits made in
accordance with a Component Plan’s claims-filing procedures, including any request for a service that must be
pre-approved. Questions concerning Plan benefits, coverage and eligibility questions, and other casual inquiries
are generally not considered claims for benefits.

Group Health Claims
For purposes of group health plans subject to ERISA (e.g.
medical, dental, vision), there are four types of health
claims: Urgent Care, Pre-Service, Post-Service, and Concurrent Care (“Health Claims”).


Urgent Care Claim. An “Urgent Care Claim” is a
claim (other than a post-service claim) for which the
application of a non-urgent care timeframe could seriously jeopardize the life or health of the patient or
the ability of the patient to regain maximum function
or, in the judgment of a physician, would subject the
patient to severe pain that could not be adequately
managed otherwise. The Component Plan must defer to an attending provider to determine if a claim
for health benefits is urgent.



Pre-Service Claim. A "Pre-Service Claim" is a nonurgent claim for a benefit under the Component Plan
where the plan conditions receipt of the benefit, in
whole or in part, on approval of the benefit in advance of obtaining medical care.



Post-Service Claim. A "Post-Service Claim" is a claim
for a benefit under the Component Plan after the services have been rendered.



Concurrent Care Claim. A "Concurrent Care Claim"
is a claim for which the Component Plan previously
has approved a course of treatment over a period of
time or for a specific number of treatments, and either the plan later reduces or terminates coverage for
those treatments, or you request to extend coverage
for those treatments. A concurrent care claim may be
treated as an Urgent Care Claim, Pre-Service Claim,
or Post-Service Claim, depending on when during
the course of your care you file the claim.

Disability Claims
A “Disability Claim” subject to ERISA is a claim for benefits that requires you to prove a disability with respect to
which the Component Plan makes its own determination
of whether you are disabled, regardless of the type of plan
under which the claim arises. However, if someone other
than the Component Plan makes the determination of
disability, for purposes other than the Component Plan's
benefit determination (e.g., the Social Security Administration or a different benefit plan), the claim is not a
Disability Claim. Disability Claims (including a total disability determination under the AD&D plan) shall be administered in accordance with new regulations, which are
intended to ensure the independence and impartiality of
Component Plan decisionmakers when determining a
Disability Claim.
Other Non-Health Claims
The term, “Other Non-Health Claims,” encompasses
claims that are neither Health Claims nor Disability
Claims. Examples include, but are not limited to, claims
for benefits under Component Plans that are severance
plans, life insurance plans, accidental death and dismemberment plans, business travel insurance plans, and longterm care plans.

Submission of Claims
Each Component Plan may place additional conditions
on how and when a claim must be made, as well as require
submission of specific information with claims, including
medical information and coordination of benefits information. Each Component Plan’s claims procedures shall
contain a formalized system of administrative safeguards
to ensure that claims are decided consistently with Plan
documents and with past determinations in similar circumstances.

Special Notice for Incorrectly Filed Urgent Care or PreService Claims. In the case of an incorrectly filed Urgent
Care Claim or Pre-Service Claim, the Administrator will
notify you as soon as possible but no later than 24 hours
(Urgent Care) or five days (Pre-Service) following receipt
by the Component Plan of the incorrectly filed claim. The
notice may be written or oral unless you request a written
notice and must include information regarding proper
procedures to follow.

Notice of the Claim Determination
The Administrator must provide you with a notice of an
Urgent Care or Pre-Service determination (whether adverse or not). If the Administrator decides in favor of the
claim, the notice will include sufficient information to
fully apprise you of the Component Plan’s decision to approve the requested benefits.
For all initial claims, if the claims administrator of the
Component Plan does not fully agree with your claim,
you shall receive an adverse benefit determination (“Adverse Determination”), which is a denial, reduction, or
termination of a benefit, or failure to provide or pay for
(in whole or in part) a benefit. An Adverse Determination
for a Health Claim related to a non-grandfathered group
health plan, or a Disability Claim may include a claim for
benefits due to a rescission of coverage (generally a retroactive cancellation of coverage).

Timing of Initial Adverse Determinations
The time period for an initial Adverse Determination begins running when a claim is filed, even if the claim is incomplete. The original determination period for deciding
certain claims (but generally not appeals) may be extended by the Administrator. However, there can be no
extension unless an extension notice is provided to you
prior to the end of the original determination period. The
extension notice must indicate the matters beyond the
control of the Component Plan that gave rise to the need
for the extension and the date by which a determination
is expected to be made.
The Administrator shall provide you with the Adverse
Determination within the following timeframes:
Group Health Plan Claims:
 Urgent Care Claim: As soon as possible, taking into
account the medical exigencies, but not later than 72
hours after receipt of the claim by the Component
Plan if all information was included with the claim.
If the Urgent Care Claim is incomplete, the Administrator will notify you within 24 hours and you will
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have a reasonable period of time, but no less than 48
hours to complete the claim. The Administrator will
then decide the claim as soon as possible but no later
than 48 hours after the earlier of the receipt of the
specified information, or the end of the period of
time provided to submit the specified information.









Non-Urgent Pre-Service Claim: Within a reasonable period of time appropriate to the medical circumstances, but not later than 15 days after receipt of the
claim by the Component Plan. The Administrator
may extend the original period for up to 15 days
upon written notice to you. If the extension is due to
an incomplete claim, you will have at least 45 days to
provide the requested information.
Post-Service Claim. Within a reasonable time, but
no later than 30 days after receipt of the claim by the
Component Plan. The Administrator may extend the
original period for up to 15 days upon written notice
to you. If the extension is due to an incomplete claim,
you will have at least 45 days to provide the requested
information.
Concurrent Care Claim Related to Termination or
Reduction of Treatment. Within enough advance
time to provide the Claimant with an opportunity to
appeal and obtain a decision before the benefit at issue is reduced or terminated.
Concurrent Care Claim Related to Request for Extension of Treatment. In the case of an Urgent Care
Claim, within 24 hours after receipt of the claim by
the Component Plan provided your request is made
at least 24 hours prior to the end of the approved
treatment. All other non-urgent claims will be
treated as a new Non-Urgent Pre-Service or PostService Claim as applicable.

Disability Claims. Within a reasonable period of time,
but not later than 45 days after receipt of the claim by the
Component Plan. The Administrator may extend the
original period for two additional 30-day extension periods upon written notice to you. If the extension is due to
an incomplete claim, you will have at least 45 days to provide the requested information.
Other Non-Health Claims. Within a reasonable period of
time, but not later than 90 days after receipt of the claim
by the Component Plan. The Administrator may extend
the original period for an additional 90 days upon written
notice to you.

Content of the Adverse Determination Notice
The Administrator must provide you with a written or
electronic “Notice of Adverse Determination,” except
20
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that the notice for an Urgent Care Claim may be provided
orally (within the applicable timelines) so long as a written or electronic notice is provided to you within three
days.
The Notice of Adverse Determination must be written in
a manner calculated to be understood by you. In addition, the Notice for a Health Claim related to a nongrandfathered group health plan, or a Disability Claim
must be provided to you in a culturally and linguistically
appropriate manner.
The Notice of Adverse Determination shall include the
following information:



The specific reason for the Adverse Determination;



References to the specific Component Plan provisions on which the Adverse Determination is based;



A description of any additional information needed
to reconsider the claim and the reason this information is needed;



A description of the Component Plan’s review procedures and the applicable time limits; and,



A statement of your right to bring a civil action under
ERISA Section 502(a) after an appeal.

The Notice of Adverse Determination for a Health Claim,
or a Disability Claim will include the following information:



Specific references to the internal rules, guidelines,
protocols, or other similar criteria on which the Adverse Determination is based. For Health Claims,
such specific references may be made available to you
by including a statement that the information is
available free of charge upon your request. If applicable, the notice for Disability Benefits must include
an explanation of why such internal guidelines or criteria do not exist.



If the claim is denied based on medical necessity, experimental treatment, or similar exclusion or limitation, an explanation of the scientific or clinical judgment applied in the determination, or a statement
that such explanation will be provided free of charge
upon your request; and,



In the case of a Health Claim involving Urgent Care,
a description of the expedited review process applicable to such claim.

The Notice of Adverse Determination for a Health Claim
related to a non-grandfathered group health plan will include the following additional information:



Information sufficient to identify the claim involved;



A description of the Component Plan’s standard, if
any, used in denying the claim;



A description of available internal appeals and external review procedures; and,



Disclosure of the availability of and contact information for any applicable office of health insurance
consumer assistance or ombudsman who can assist
individuals with their claims.

The Notice of Adverse Determination for a Disability
Claim will include the following additional information:



A discussion of the decision, including the reasons
for disagreeing with the views of treating professionals, medical or vocational experts consulted, or a disability determination made by the Social Security
Administration; and,



A statement that you are entitled to receive, upon request and free of charge, reasonable access to, and
copies of, all documents, records, and other information relevant to the claim for benefits.

Appealing a Denied Claim
If you disagree with an Adverse Determination after following the above steps, you or your appointed representative may formally request an appeal by following the
Component Plan’s appeal procedures as set forth in the
Component Plan’s Benefit Documents.
In the appeal, you may submit written comments, documents, records, and other information relating to the
claim for benefits. You will be provided, upon request
and free of charge, reasonable access to, and copies of, all
documents, records, and other information relevant to
the claim. In addition, for a Health Claim related to a
non-grandfathered group health plan, you must be permitted to present evidence and testimony as part of the
appeal process.
You may appeal any denial of a Health Claim or Disability Claim within 180 days (within 60 days for Other NonHealth Claims) of receipt of such a denial by submitting
a written request for review to the Administrator. If you
do not appeal in a timely manner, you lose your right to
later object to an adverse determination on review (“Appeal Decision”).
If the appeal relates to a claim for payment, your request
should include, at minimum:



The patient’s name and the identification number
from the ID card,



The date(s) of service(s),



The provider’s name,



The reason you believe the claim should be paid, and,



Any documentation or other written information to
support your request for claim payment.

Full and Fair Review
The review of your claim shall take into account all comments, documents, records, and other information you
submit, without regard to whether such information was
submitted or considered in the initial Adverse Determination. The Component Plan will identify, upon request
to the Administrator, any medical experts or vocational
experts whose advice was obtained on behalf of the Component Plan in connection with your Adverse Determination, without regard to whether the advice was relied
upon in making the benefit determination.
The review of your appeal shall be conducted by an appropriate fiduciary of the Component Plan who is neither
the individual who made the Adverse Determination that
is the subject of the appeal, nor the subordinate of such
individual.
In the case of a Health Claim involving urgent care, you
are entitled to an expedited review process pursuant to
which you may submit a request for an expedited Appeal
Decision orally or in writing and all necessary information shall be transmitted between you and the Component Plan by telephone, facsimile, or other available
similarly expeditious method.
In deciding an appeal for a claim that is based in whole or
in part on a medical judgment, including determinations
with regard to whether a particular treatment, drug, or
other item is experimental, investigational, or not medically necessary or appropriate, the appropriate fiduciary
shall consult with a health care professional who has appropriate training and experience in the field of medicine
involved in the medical judgment and who is neither an
individual who was consulted in connection with the Adverse Determination that is the subject of the appeal, nor
the subordinate of any such individual.
The Component Plan must provide you, free of charge,
with any new or additional evidence considered, relied
upon, or generated by the Component Plan (or at the direction of the Component Plan) in connection with the
claim. Such evidence must be provided as soon as possible and sufficiently in advance of the date on which the
notification of Appeal Decision is required to be provided
to give you a reasonable opportunity to respond prior to
that date. In addition, before the Administrator can issue
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an Appeal Decision based on new or additional rationale
for a Health Claim related to a non-grandfathered group
health plan or a Disability Claim, you must be provided,
free of charge, with the rationale, which must be provided
to you as soon as possible and sufficiently in advance of
the date on which the Appeal Decision is required to be
provided to give you a reasonable opportunity to respond
prior to that date.

Appeal Decision
If your claim on appeal is wholly or partially denied, the
Administrator will provide you with a written notification of the Component Plan’s Appeal Decision, within
the required timeframes. In addition, the notice of the
Appeal Decision for a Disability Claim, or a Health Claim
related to non-grandfathered group health plan, must be
provided in a culturally and linguistically appropriate
manner.
Any determination by the Administrator or any authorized delegate shall be binding and final in the absence of
clear and convincing evidence that the Administrator or
delegate acted arbitrarily and capriciously.

Timing of the Appeal Decision
For purposes of this section, the period of time within
which the Appeal Decision is required to be made shall
begin at the time your appeal is filed in accordance with
the Component Plan’s procedures without regard to
whether all the information necessary to make an Appeal
Decision accompanies the filing.
Group Health Plan Claim. The Administrator shall provide you with the Appeal Decision within the following
timeframes:



Urgent Care Claim. As soon as possible, taking into
account the medical exigencies, but not later than 72
hours after receipt of the appeal by the Component
Plan.



Pre-Service Claim. Within a reasonable period of
time appropriate to the medical circumstances, but
not later than 30 days after receipt of the appeal by
the Component Plan.



Post-Service Claim. Within a reasonable period of
time, but not later than 60 days after receipt of the
appeal by the Component Plan.
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Concurrent Care Claim. Before treatment ends or is
reduced, where the Adverse Determination is the decision to reduce or terminate concurrent care early,
or, if the Component Plan denies your request to
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extend treatment, within the appropriate time period
based upon the type of claim.
Disability Claim. The Administrator shall provide you
with the Appeals Decision within 45 days after receipt of
the appeal by the Component Plan.
All Other Non-Health Claim. The Administrator shall
provide you with the Appeal Decision within 60 days after receipt of the appeal by the Component Plan.

Content of the Notice of Appeal Decision
The Administrator must provide you with a written or
electronic notice of an Appeal Decision. The Notice of
Appeal Decision must be written in a manner calculated
to be understood by you. In addition, the Notice for a
Health Claim related to a non-grandfathered group
health plan, or a Disability Claim, must be provided to
you in a culturally and linguistically appropriate manner.
The Notice of Appeal Decision shall include the following
information:


The specific reason for the Appeal Decision;



References to the specific Component Plan provisions on which the Appeal Decision is based;



A statement regarding your right, on request and free
of charge, to access and receive copies of documents,
records, and other information relevant to the claim;



A statement describing any additional, voluntary appeal procedures offered by the Component Plan and
your right to obtain information about such procedures; and,



A statement of your right to bring a civil action under
ERISA Section 502(a);

For an Appeal Decision related to a Health Claim or a
Disability Claim the notice will include:



Specific references to the internal rules, guidelines,
protocols, or other similar criteria on which the Adverse Determination is based. For Health Claims,
such specific references may be made available to you
by including a statement that the information is
available free of charge upon your request. If applicable, the notice for Disability Benefits must include
an explanation of why such internal guidelines or criteria do not exist; and,



If the claim is denied based on medical necessity, experimental treatment, or similar exclusion or limitation, an explanation of the scientific or clinical judgment applied in the determination, or a statement
that such explanation will be provided free of charge
upon request.

The Notice of Appeals Decision for a Health Claim related to a non-grandfathered group health plan will include the following additional information:



Post-Service Claim. Within a reasonable period of
time, but not later than 30 days after receipt of the
appeal.



Information sufficient to identify the claim involved;





A description of the Component Plan’s standard, if
any, used in in the Appeal Decision;



A description of available internal appeals and external review procedures; and,

Concurrent Claim. The response will be made in the
appropriate time period based upon the type of
claim: Pre-Service Urgent, Pre-Service Non-urgent
or Post-Service.



Disclosure of the availability of and contact information for any applicable office of health insurance
consumer assistance or ombudsman who can assist
individuals with their claims.

The Notice of Appeal Decision for a Disability Claim will
include the following additional information:



A statement describing any applicable plan-imposed
limitations period, including the calendar date when
the limitations period will expire; and,



A discussion of the decision, including the reasons
for disagreeing with the views of treating professionals, medical or vocational experts consulted, or a disability determination made by the Social Security
Administration.

Second Appeal
If specified in the Benefit Documents for each Component Plan or in documentation given to you by the claims
administrator, you may be entitled to a second appeal following an adverse determination of your initial appeal. In
such case, the second appeal must be filed no later than
30 days from the date indicated on the response letter to
the first appeal.
If a second appeal is provided by a Component Plan that
is not a group health plan, the notification of the Appeal
Decision with respect to the second appeal will be made
in accordance with the same guidelines as those outlined
above for the first appeal. If a second appeal is provided
by a Component Plan that is a group health plan, the Appeal Decision with respect to any second appeal will be
made according to the following schedule:



Urgent Care Claim. As soon as possible, taking into
account the medical exigencies, but not later than 72
hours after receipt of the appeal.



Pre-Service Claim. Within a reasonable period of
time appropriate to the medical circumstances, but
not later than 15 days after receipt of the appeal.

Failure to Follow Claims Procedures
Generally, you are required to complete or exhaust a
Component Plan’s claims and appeal procedures as a prerequisite to filing a lawsuit for benefits. If your claim is
related to a Component Plan that is a non-grandfathered
group health plan or a plan that provides disability benefits, and the Component Plan fails to establish or follow a
procedure that is consistent with the federal regulations,
the Claimant will be deemed to have exhausted administrative remedies and the Claimant then may seek an external review (if applicable) or file suit under ERISA
§502(a).
However, this will not apply if the error was de minimis,
if the error does not cause harm to you, if the error was
due to good cause or to matters beyond the Plan’s control, if it occurs in context of good faith exchange of information, or if the error does not reflect a pattern or
practice of noncompliance. You may request a written
explanation of the violation from the Component Plan,
and the Component Plan must provide such explanation
within 10 days, including a specific description of its bases, if any, for asserting that the violation should not
cause the administrative remedies available under the
Component Plan to be deemed exhausted.

Group Health Plan External Review
If your internal appeal for a benefit provided by a Component Plan that is a non-grandfathered group health
plan is denied, you may have the right to have the claim
reviewed by an independent reviewer organization
(IRO), not employed by the Component Plan, through an
external review process. This applies to claims that involve medical judgment as determined by the external reviewer or a rescission of coverage. You will be allowed at
least four months to file a request for external review after
the receipt of the Adverse Determination or Appeal Decision. The external review decision is binding on you
and the Component Plan, except to the extent other remedies are available under federal law.
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Predispute Arbitration
In the event a Component Plan requires voluntary or
mandatory predispute arbitration as the first step in a
claims dispute for Plan benefits, DOL regulations (29
C.F.R. §2560.503-1) state that benefit claimants cannot be
subjected to arbitration costs and any mandatory arbitration provision must not prevent claimants from exercising their statutory remedies or keep them from going to
court to appeal an arbitrator's decision. Please review
each Component Plan’s Benefit Documents for any arbitration clause, if applicable.
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Exhausting Administrative Remedies and
Filing Suit
These claim and appeals procedures must be exhausted
for all claims before you can bring any legal action. If you
do not make a claim or file an appeal in the manner and
within the appropriate time period discussed in this
SPD or, if applicable, the Benefit Documents of a Component Plan, you may lose the right to file suit in state
or federal court.
A lawsuit seeking benefits under this Plan must be
brought within certain time limits as detailed in the “Legal Actions” section of this SPD and in accordance with
all applicable laws.

PLAN ADMINISTRATION
In General
Galliano is the “Plan Administrator” of the Plan and a
“Named Fiduciary” within the meaning of such terms under ERISA. Galliano is the Plan's agent for service of legal
process.
Galliano has the duty and discretionary authority to interpret and construe the Plan in regard to all questions of
eligibility, the status and rights of any Plan participant
under the Plan, and the manner, time, and amount of
payment of any benefits under the Plan. Each employee
shall, from time to time, upon request of Galliano, furnish
to Galliano such data and information as Galliano shall
require in the performance of its duties under the Plan.
Galliano may designate any individual, partnership, or
other organization to carry out its duties and responsibilities with respect to the administration of the Plan. Such
designation shall be in writing and such writing shall be
kept with the records of the Plan.
Galliano may adopt such rules and procedures as it deems
desirable for the administration of the Plan, provided that
any such rules and procedures shall be consistent with
provisions of the Plan and ERISA.
Galliano will discharge its duties with respect to the Plan
(i) solely in the interest of persons eligible to receive benefits under the Plan, (ii) for the exclusive purpose of
providing benefits to persons eligible to receive benefits
under the Plan and of defraying reasonable expenses of
administering the Plan, and (iii) with the care, skill, prudence and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person acting in a like capacity and
familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an
enterprise of like character and with like aims.

Refund of Premium
For purposes of fully-insured Component Plans, where
any refund of premium (e.g., dividends, demutualization,
experience adjustments, and/or medical loss ratio rebates) is determined to be plan assets attributable to participant contributions, such assets will be:



Distributed to current Plan participants within 90
days of receipt; or,



Used to reduce participants’ portion of future premiums under the Plan; or,



Used to enhance future benefits under the Plan; or,



Used to pay Plan administrative expenses.

Such determination will be made by the Plan Administrator, acting in its fiduciary capacity, after weighing the
costs to the Plan and the competing interest of participants, provided such method is reasonable, fair, and objective.

Privacy and Security of Information
Certain Component Plans provided under this Plan are
health plans subject to the provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(“HIPAA”) including regulations affecting the maintenance, creation or use of Protected Health Information
(“PHI”) (as defined under HIPAA). Please refer to the
Notice of Privacy Practices issued by the Plan for a description of how your medical information may be used
and disclosed and how you can get access to this information.

Plan Amendment and Termination
Galliano reserves the right to amend the Plan in whole or
in part or to completely discontinue the Plan at any time,
in its sole discretion. For example, Galliano reserves the
right to amend or terminate benefits, covered expenses,
benefit copays, lifetime maximums, and reserves the right
to amend the Plan to require or increase employee contributions. Galliano also reserves the right to amend the
Plan to implement any cost control measures that it may
deem advisable.
Any amendment, termination or other action by Galliano
will be done in accordance with Galliano’s normal operating procedures.
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STATEMENT OF ERISA RIGHTS
As a participant in the Chouest Group Health Plan, you
are entitled to certain rights and protections under the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.
ERISA provides that all plan participants shall be entitled
to:

participants and beneficiaries. No one, including your
employer, your union, or any other person, may fire you
or otherwise discriminate against you in any way to prevent you from obtaining a welfare benefit or exercising
your rights under ERISA.

Receive Information about Your
Plan and Benefits

Enforce Your Rights

Examine, without charge, at the Plan Administrator’s office and at other specified locations, such as worksites and
union halls, all documents governing the Plan, including
insurance contracts and any collective bargaining agreements, and, if required by ERISA to be filed, a copy of the
latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) filed by the Plan
with the US. Department of Labor and available at the
Public Disclosure Room of the Employee Benefit Security
Administration.
Obtain, upon written request to the Plan Administrator,
copies of documents governing the operation of the Plan,
including insurance contracts and collective bargaining
agreements, and copies of the latest annual report (Form
5500) (if required by ERISA to be prepared) and updated
SPD. The administrator may make a reasonable charge
for the copies.
Receive a summary of the Plan’s annual Form 5500 (Summary of Annual Report), if required by ERISA to be prepared. The Plan Administrator is required by law to furnish each participant with a copy of this Summary Annual Report.

Continue Group Health Plan Coverage
You may be able to continue health care coverage for
yourself or dependents if there is a loss of coverage under
the Plan as a result of a COBRA qualifying event. You or
your dependents may have to pay for such coverage. Review this SPD and the documents governing your COBRA continuation coverage rights for details.

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries
In addition to creating rights for Plan participants, ERISA
imposes duties upon the people who are responsible for
the operation of the Plan. The people who operate your
Plan, called “fiduciaries” of the Plan, have a duty to do so
prudently and in the interest of you and other Plan
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If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored, in
whole or in part, you have a right to know why this was
done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the decision without charge, and to appeal any denial, all within
certain time schedules.
Under ERISA, there are steps you can take to enforce the
above rights. For instance, if you request a copy of Plan
documents or the latest annual report from the Plan and
do not receive them within 30 days, you may file suit in a
federal court. In such a case, the court may require the
Plan Administrator to provide the materials and pay you
up to $110 a day until you receive the materials, unless
the materials were not sent because of reasons beyond the
control of the Plan Administrator. If you have a claim for
benefits which is denied or ignored, in whole or in part,
you may file suit in a state or federal court after exhausting the Plan’s claims procedures. In addition, if you disagree with the Plan’s decision or lack thereof concerning
the qualified status of a domestic relations order or a
medical child support order, you may file suit in federal
court.
If it should happen that Plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s
money, or if you are discriminated against for asserting
your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S. Department of Labor, or you may file suit in a federal court.
The court will decide who should pay court costs and legal fees. If you are successful, the court may order the person you have sued to pay these costs and fees. If you lose,
the court may order you to pay these costs and fees, for
example, if it finds your claim is frivolous.

Assistance with Your Questions
If you have any questions about your Plan, you should
contact the Plan Administrator. For more information
about this statement or your rights under ERISA, including COBRA, ACA, HIPAA, and other laws affecting
group health plans, or if you need assistance in obtaining
documents from the Plan Administrator, contact the

nearest Regional or District Office of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employee Benefits Security Administration (“EBSA”) in your area or visit the EBSA website at
www.dol.gov/ebsa. (Addresses and phone numbers of
Regional and District EBSA Offices are available through
EBSA’s website). For more information about the Marketplace, visit www.healthcare.gov.

You also may obtain certain publications about your
rights and responsibilities under ERISA by calling the
publications hotline of the EBSA. In addition, you may
contact the Office of Outreach, Education, and Assistance, EBSA, U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution
Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C. 20210.
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OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Legal Actions

Right of Reimbursement from Third Parties

Any legal action relating to, arising out of, or involving
the Plan shall be litigated in the state or federal court of
proper jurisdiction in the State of Louisiana.

By participating in the Plan, you and your covered dependents consent and agree that a constructive trust, lien
or an equitable lien by agreement in favor of the Plan exists with regard to any settlement or recovery from a third
person or party. Accordingly, you and your covered dependents agree to cooperate with the Plan in reimbursing
it for Plan costs and expenses. If you or your covered dependents have any reason to believe that the Plan may be
entitled to recovery from any third party, you must notify
the Plan and agree to sign a subrogation/reimbursement
agreement that confirms your prior acceptance of the
Plan’s subrogation rights and the Plan's right to be reimbursed for expenses arising from circumstances that entitle you or your covered dependents to any payment,
amount, or recovery from a third party.

Time limits exist for bringing lawsuits related to this Plan.
The time limit for bringing any lawsuit that arises under
or relates to this Plan or a Component Plan (other than
claims for breach of fiduciary duty governed by Section
413 of ERISA) is as follows:
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Before bringing any lawsuit seeking benefits under a
Component Plan, you must complete the applicable
claims procedure set out in the Plan or the Component Plan (and you must comply with all applicable
deadlines that are required by the Plan or Component Plan). If you fail to properly exhaust the claims
procedure, you will lose your right to file a lawsuit
with respect to the claim.
In the case of a Component Plan that is self-insured
by Galliano, you must bring any lawsuit seeking benefits within the shorter of (i) one year from the date
of the final appeal denial under the Plan’s claims and
appeals procedures or (ii) three years from the date
of the services giving rise to the claim. All claims
other than claims for benefits (such as claims for penalties, equitable relief, interference with protected
rights, or production of documents; claims arising
under state law; claims against nonfiduciaries; and
claims for breach of fiduciary duty that are not governed by Section 413 of ERISA) must be brought
within one year of the act or omission giving rise to
the claim.
In the case of a fully-insured Component Plan, the
time period for bringing any lawsuit against the insurance company issuing such Component Plan or
the Plan will be determined by the terms of the applicable Component Plan. If the Component Plan does
not set forth such a time period, you must bring any
lawsuit seeking benefits within the shorter of (i) one
year from the date of the final appeal denial under the
Plan’s claims and appeals procedures or (ii) three
years from the date of the services giving rise to the
claim. All claims other than claims for benefits must
be brought within one year of the act or omission giving rise to the claim.
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You and your covered dependents consent and agree that
you will not assign your rights to settlement or recovery
against a third person or party to any other party, including your attorneys, without the Plan's consent. As such,
the Plan's reimbursement will not be reduced by attorneys' fees and expenses without express written authorization from the Plan.

Non-Assignment of Benefits
Except as otherwise specifically provided in the Plan or
required by law, benefits payable to you or your dependents under the Plan may not be assigned, transferred or
in any way made over to another party. If and to the extent any assignment of benefits is permitted under any
Component Plan, the Plan Administrator or the responsible fiduciary reserves the discretionary authority to determine whether any purported assignment of Plan benefits to a provider is valid. In other words, the Plan does
not guarantee that any purported assignment will be valid
under the terms of the Plan or any insurance contract.

Controlling Documents
The information contained in this SPD is a general discussion of the relevant provisions of the Plan found in the
official Plan document and Component Plan Benefit
Documents. In all events, the provisions of the official
Plan document shall control with regard to all matters
concerning the administration and operation of the Plan.

APPENDIX A
CHOUEST GROUP HEALTH PLAN
SUMMARY PLAN DESCRIPTION
Insurance Policy Issuers and Contract Administrators of Component Plans
This Appendix A reflects the Plan benefits as of January 1, 2022. The Benefit Documents for the following Component
Plans are incorporated by reference herein. All subsequent updates to such Benefit Documents will supersede any earlier
versions for the periods defined in the updated materials.
Fully-Insured Component Plans
Delta Dental Insurance Company
One Delta Drive
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company (MetLife)
200 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10166

Policy/Group No.
291

200463

Type of Benefit
Dental – PPO

Basic Life/AD&D
Voluntary Life
Short-Term Disability
Long-Term Disability (with
EAP)

Vision Service Plan (VSP)
3333 Quality Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
Self-Insured Component Plans
Blue Cross Blue Shield of South Carolina
1-20 at Alpine Road
Columbia SC 29219
Express Scripts
3500 Blue Lake Drive, Suite 200
Birmingham, AL 35243

30052281

Contract No.
60501

—

Vision

Type of Benefit
Medical –PPO

Prescription Drugs (for enrollees
in the medical plan)
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APPENDIX B
CHOUEST GROUP HEALTH PLAN
SUMMARY PLAN DESCRIPTION
Claims Administrator Contact Information
Use the address and phone number provided on your ID Card if different.
Benefit Type

Claims/Claims Appeals Contact Information

Mailing Address

Phone No.

Online

Medical

BCBS of South Carolina
Attn: Claims Processing Center
PO Box 100300
Columbia, SC 29202-3300

888-410-2227

www.southcarolinablues.com

Prescription Drugs

Express Scripts
Attn: Claims Department
One Express Way
St. Louis, MO 63121

800-988-2285

www.express-scripts.com

Dental

Delta Dental
PO Box 8690
St Louis, MO 63126-0690

800-335-8266

www.deltadentalsc.com

Vision

VSP
Attn: Claims Department
3333 Quality Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

800-877-7195

www.vsp.com

Life/AD&D

MetLife
Attn: Group Life Claims
PO Box 6100
Scranton, PA 18505-6100

800-275-4638

www.metlife.com

Disability

MetLife
Attn: Disability Unit
PO Box 14590
Lexington, KY 40511-4590

800-275-4638

www.metlife.com
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APPENDIX C
CHOUEST GROUP HEALTH PLAN
SUMMARY PLAN DESCRIPTION
Eligibility and Participation Requirements
Employee Eligibility
An employee who is determined to be benefit-eligible as of his or her start date shall be offered coverage as of the
Effective Date of Eligibility specified below.
Employee Class

Working Hours
Requirement

Benefits Offered

Effective Date of Eligibility
(Waiting Period)

Full-Time
Employees

30 hours per
week

All benefits listed on
Appendix A

First day of the month following 30 days
from date of hire

All Employees

n/a

Medical

First day of the month following 30 days
from date of hire

Certain Component Plans may delay the effective date of your eligibility if you are not “actively-at-work” (e.g. at work performing
all of the regular duties of your job). Any actively-at-work requirement imposed by a group health plan (as defined by HIPAA)
will not apply if the reason you are not actively-at-work is due to a health condition.

Special Eligibility Rules for Variable Hour, Part-Time and Seasonal Employees
Certain employees who are hired into positions that are not initially benefit-eligible may become participants in the
Plan by achieving Full-Time Status (“ACA-FT”) under special eligibility rules for variable hour, part-time, and seasonal
employees. In the event Galliano adopts such rules, it intends to administer them in a manner consistent with the final
regulations issued by the Department of Treasury related to the “Shared Responsibility” provisions of the ACA.
For purposes of these special eligibility rules (known as either the “Look-Back Measurement Method” or “Monthly
Measurement Method”), a variable hour, part-time or seasonal employee will achieve ACA-FT status after averaging
130 or more hours of service per month (or 30 or more hours of service per week) during a period of time spanning a
specific number of consecutive months (“Measurement Period”). Eligibility or ineligibility for benefits will last for a
future specific number of consecutive months referred to as the “Stability Period.” The maximum length of any Measurement Period or Stability Period shall not exceed 12-consecutive months.
If applicable, details regarding the Look-Back Measurement Method and/or Monthly Measurement Method adopted by
Galliano (e.g. the classes of employees it applies to, a description of each type of measurement period, breaks-in-services
rules, and procedures used to count hours of service) are available upon request from Galliano’s Human Resources.

Dependent Eligibility
Unless specified otherwise under the applicable Component Plan’s Benefit Documents, coverage for dependents, if
elected, begins on the date your coverage begins (provided you timely enroll them in coverage). If your family grows as
the result of marriage, birth, adoption, or placement for adoption, you may be able to enroll your new dependent(s)
mid-Plan Year provided you enroll them in a timely manner after your corresponding Qualifying Life Event.


Dependent Definitions. For purposes of eligibility and participation in this Plan, dependent definitions shall have
the same meaning set forth in each applicable Component Plan’s Benefit Documents which are incorporated by
reference herein.
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Disabled Dependents. An eligible child includes your child (up to age 26), or grandchild in the legal custody of and
residing with you, who is incapable of self-sustaining employment by reason of being mentally or physically disabled. Applicable only for children with Plan Sponsor approval prior to January 1, 2020: You must furnish the Plan
with periodic proof of continuing incapacity and dependency. The Plan may require subsequent proof once a year
after the initial two-year period following the child’s maximum age birthday for the child to remain eligible on the
Plan.



Proof of Dependent Status. Galliano reserves the right to verify that your dependent is eligible or continues to be
eligible for coverage under the Plan. Documents requested may include (but are not limited to) copies of birth
certificates, court orders, divorce decrees or marriage certificates as needed to establish dependent status. Dependent eligibility determinations made by Galliano shall be final, binding and conclusive on all parties claiming an
interest in the Plan.



Dual Coverage Prohibited. Except as specifically provided otherwise in an applicable Component Plan’s Benefit
Documents, in no event will an employee be covered under a Component Plan as both a participant and a dependent, or a dependent be covered under a Component Plan as a dependent of more than one participant.

Rehire Rule
An employee who is rehired prior to the end of a certain period of time after date of termination may be credited with
hours of service met towards the eligibility waiting period during his or her preceding period of employment. If applicable, the Benefit Documents for each Component Plan will set forth the specifics for such rehire rules. Otherwise, a
terminated employee who is rehired will be treated as a new hire and will be required to satisfy all eligibility and participation requirements for his or her employment class.
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APPENDIX C
CHOUEST GROUP HEALTH PLAN
SUMMARY PLAN DESCRIPTION
Premium Assistance under Medicaid and CHIP
If you or your children are eligible for Medicaid or CHIP and you’re eligible for health coverage from your employer,
your state may have a premium assistance program that can help pay for coverage, using funds from their Medicaid or
CHIP programs. If you or your children aren’t eligible for Medicaid or CHIP, you won’t be eligible for these premium
assistance programs but you may be able to buy individual insurance coverage through the Health Insurance Marketplace. For more information, visit www.healthcare.gov.
If you or your dependents are already enrolled in Medicaid or CHIP and you live in a State listed below, contact your
State Medicaid or CHIP office to find out if premium assistance is available.
If you or your dependents are NOT currently enrolled in Medicaid or CHIP, and you think you or any of your dependents might be eligible for either of these programs, contact your State Medicaid or CHIP office or dial 1-877-KIDS
NOW or www.insurekidsnow.gov to find out how to apply. If you qualify, ask your state if it has a program that might
help you pay the premiums for an employer-sponsored plan.
If you or your dependents are eligible for premium assistance under Medicaid or CHIP, as well as eligible under your
employer plan, your employer must allow you to enroll in your employer plan if you aren’t already enrolled. This is
called a “special enrollment” opportunity, and you must request coverage within 60 days of being determined eligible
for premium assistance. If you have questions about enrolling in your employer plan, contact the Department of Labor
at www.askebsa.dol.gov or call 1-866-444-EBSA (3272).
If you live in one of the following states, you may be eligible for assistance paying your employer health plan premiums.
The following list of states is current as of January 31, 2022. Contact your State for more information on eligibility.
ALABAMA – Medicaid

ALASKA – Medicaid

Website: myalhipp.com/
Phone: 1-855-692-5447

The AK Health Insurance Premium Payment Program
Website: myakhipp.com/
Phone: 1-866-251-4861
Email: CustomerService@MyAKHIPP.com
Medicaid Eligibility:
dhss.alaska.gov/dpa/Pages/medicaid/default.aspx

ARKANSAS – Medicaid

CALIFORNIA – Medicaid

Website: myarhipp.com/
Phone: 1-855-MyARHIPP (855-692-7447)

Website:
Health Insurance Premium Payment (HIPP) Program
dhcs.ca.gov/hipp
Phone: 916-445-8322
Fax: 916-440-5676
Email: hipp@dhcs.ca.gov

COLORADO – Medicaid and CHIP+

FLORIDA – Medicaid

Health First Colorado Website: www.healthfirstcolorado.com/
Health First Colorado Member Contact Center:
1-800-221-3943/ State Relay 711
CHP+: www.colorado.gov/pacific/hcpf/child-health-plan-plus
CHP+ Customer Service: 1-800-359-1991/State Relay 711

Website: www.flmedicaidtplrecovery.com/
flmedicaidtplrecovery.com/hipp/index.html
Phone: 1-877-357-3268
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Health Insurance Buy-In Program
(HIBI): www.colorado.gov/pacific/hcpf/health- insurancebuy-program
HIBI Customer Service: 1-855-692-6442
GEORGIA – Medicaid

INDIANA – Medicaid

A HIPP Website: medicaid.georgia.gov/health- insurancepremium-payment-program-hipp
Phone: 678-564-1162, Press 1
GA CHIPRA Website: medicaid.georgia.gov/programs/thirdparty- liability/childrens-health-insurance-programreauthorization- act-2009-chipra
Phone: (678) 564-1162, Press 2

Healthy Indiana Plan for low-income adults 19-64
Website: www.in.gov/fssa/hip/
Phone: 1-877-438-4479
All other Medicaid Website: www.in.gov/medicaid/
Phone 1-800-457-4584

IOWA – Medicaid and CHIP (Hawki)

KANSAS – Medicaid

Medicaid Website: dhs.iowa.gov/ime/members
Medicaid Phone: 1-800-338-8366
Hawki Website: dhs.iowa.gov/Hawki
Hawki Phone: 1-800-257-8563
HIPP Website: dhs.iowa.gov/ime/members/
medicaid- a-to-z/hipp
HIPP Phone: 1-888-346-9562

Website: www.kancare.ks.gov/
Phone: 1-800-792-4884

KENTUCKY – Medicaid

LOUISIANA – Medicaid

Kentucky Integrated Health Insurance Premium Payment
Program (KI-HIPP) Website:
chfs.ky.gov/agencies/dms/member/Pages/kihipp.aspx
Phone: 1-855-459-6328
Email: KIHIPP.PROGRAM@ky.gov
KCHIP Website: kidshealth.ky.gov/Pages/index.aspx
Phone: 1-877-524-4718
Kentucky Medicaid Website: chfs.ky.gov

Website: www.medicaid.la.gov or www.ldh.la.gov/lahipp
Phone: 1-888-342-6207 (Medicaid hotline)
or 1-855-618-5488 (LaHIPP)

MAINE – Medicaid

MASSACHUSETTS – Medicaid and CHIP

Enrollment Website: www.maine.gov/dhhs/ofi/
applications-forms
Phone: 1-800-442-6003 / TTY: Maine relay 711
Private Health Insurance Premium Webpage:
www.maine.gov/dhhs/ofi/applications-forms
Phone: -800-977-6740 / TTY: Maine relay 711

Website: www.mass.gov/masshealth/pa
Phone: 1-800-862-4840

MINNESOTA – Medicaid

MISSOURI – Medicaid

Website: mn.gov/dhs/people-we-serve/
children-and- families/health-care/health-careprograms/programs-and- services/other-insurance.jsp
Phone: 1-800-657-3739

Website: www.dss.mo.gov/mhd/participants/pages/hipp.htm
Phone: 573-751-2005

MONTANA – Medicaid

NEBRASKA – Medicaid

Website:
dphhs.mt.gov/MontanaHealthcarePrograms/HIPP
Phone: 1-800-694-3084

Website: www.ACCESSNebraska.ne.gov
Phone: 1-855-632-7633
Lincoln: 402-473-7000
Omaha: 402-595-1178

NEVADA – Medicaid

NEW HAMPSHIRE – Medicaid

Medicaid Website: dhcfp.nv.gov
Medicaid Phone: 1-800-992-0900

Website: www.dhhs.nh.gov/oii/hipp.htm
Phone: 603-271-5218
Toll free number for the HIPP program:
1-800-852-3345, ext 5218
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NEW JERSEY – Medicaid and CHIP

NEW YORK – Medicaid

Medicaid Website:
www.state.nj.us/humanservices/dmahs/clients/medicaid/
Medicaid Phone: 609-631-2392
CHIP Website: www.njfamilycare.org/index.html
CHIP Phone: 1-800-701-0710

Website: www.health.ny.gov/health_care/medicaid/
Phone: 1-800-541-2831

NORTH CAROLINA – Medicaid

NORTH DAKOTA – Medicaid

Website: medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/
Phone: 919-855-4100

Website: www.nd.gov/dhs/services/medicalserv/medicaid/
Phone: 1-844-854-4825

OKLAHOMA – Medicaid and CHIP

OREGON – Medicaid

Website: www.insureoklahoma.org
Phone: 1-888-365-3742

Website: healthcare.oregon.gov/Pages/index.aspx
www.oregonhealthcare.gov/index-es.html
Phone: 1-800-699-9075

PENNSYLVANIA – Medicaid

RHODE ISLAND – Medicaid and CHIP

Website: www.dhs.pa.gov/Services/Assistance/Pages/
HIPP- Program.aspx
Phone: 1-800-692-7462

Website: www.eohhs.ri.gov/
Phone: 1-855-697-4347, or 401-462-0311
(Direct Rite Share Line)

SOUTH CAROLINA – Medicaid

SOUTH DAKOTA - Medicaid

Website: www.scdhhs.gov
Phone: 1-888-549-0820

Website: dss.sd.gov
Phone: 1-888-828-0059

TEXAS – Medicaid

UTAH – Medicaid and CHIP

Website: gethipptexas.com/
Phone: 1-800-440-0493

Medicaid Website: medicaid.utah.gov/
CHIP Website: health.utah.gov/chip
Phone: 1-877-543-7669

VERMONT– Medicaid

VIRGINIA – Medicaid and CHIP

Website: www.greenmountaincare.org/
Phone: 1-800-250-8427

Website: www.coverva.org/en/famis-select
www.coverva.org/en/hipp
Medicaid Phone: 1-800-432-5924
CHIP Phone:
1-800-432-5924

WASHINGTON – Medicaid

WEST VIRGINIA – Medicaid

Website: www.hca.wa.gov/
Phone: 1-800-562-3022

Website: dhhr.wv.gov/bms/
mywvhipp.com/
Medicaid Phone: 304-558-1700
CHIP Toll-free phone: 1-855-MyWVHIPP
(1-855-699- 8447)

WISCONSIN – Medicaid and CHIP

WYOMING – Medicaid

Website: www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/badgercareplus/
p-10095.htm
Phone: 1-800-362-3002

Website: health.wyo.gov/healthcarefin/medicaid/
programs-and-eligibility/
Phone: 1-800-251-1269

To see if any other states have added a premium assistance program since January 31, 2022, or for more information on
special enrollment rights, contact either:
U.S. Department of Labor
Employee Benefits Security Administration
www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa
1-866-444-EBSA (3272)

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
www.cms.hhs.gov
1-877-267-2323, Menu Option 4, Ext. 61565
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